ZMG Presents:

The 2022 Consumer
Consumers' relationships with brands aren’t all that diﬀerent from our relationships with people. Some you genuinely care about,
some are in your life because you depend on them, and others just don’t work out. There isn’t a one-size-ﬁts-all relationship, and
what each consumer values can diﬀer drastically. For marketers, understanding these individual diﬀerences allows you to
anticipate what shoppers want, personalize your messaging, and increase conversions.

Here’s a look at the 2022 Consumer and what they value:

Shopping is LIFE
In Q1, 44% of consumers
shopped more when they didn’t
get to do other things.
86% of Consumers are
ready to shop for events
and holidays this Spring.

There’s an unwanted third wheel in
the shopping love affair: Inflation
Increased
prices of goods
and services

Consumers refuse to break
up with their lifestyle:
1 in 4 plan to maintain their lifestyle
even if it means getting a loan/credit
card, and alternative payment
methods continue to grow.

Higher demand
for deals and
discounts

+9%

Buy now,
pay later
(e.g. Klarna, Aﬃrm, Afterpay)

Committed lifestyle choices drive new shopping habits
Shopping Frequency
and Spending

Search and
Consideration Set

Exploring More
Ways to Save

71% are spending the
same or more, but often with
fewer trips

Nearly 4 in 10
are switching to lower priced
or generic brands

44% are looking
for more coupons and/or
discounts

AOV +29%
compared to last year
on ZMG sites

Nearly 1 in 3
say inﬂuencers impact
their purchases

30% are using more
rewards/loyalty programs
Source: RetailMeNot internal data, Q2 2021.

Shopping love languages drive
emotional connection…

…but overall, Value is the
most desirable quality

71%
57%
40%

Expecting a package
gives me something to
look forward to

Shopping
on social is
enjoyable

Shopping
lifts my
mood

Coupons/Deals

Loyalty Programs

Free Shipping

Sustainable Programs

Discounts provide validation, but aren’t the only
relationship must-have with brands

DEALS

FREE
SHIPPING

LOYALTY
PROGRAMS

SUSTAINABILITY

56% Digital
promotions and oﬀers
encourage me to try
new brands

Expectations for free
shipping are up from
last year:
87% vs. 82%

Approximately 1 in 3
consumers plan to
use rewards or loyalty
programs more in 2022

2 in 3 consumers
want to purchase
brands that are
making an impact

PROGRAMS

Creating a personal connection is a two-way street
94% of Consumers
will share some form of information
with brands if they provide Value.

81% of Brands
rely on captured data to create new
strategies and help anticipate growth.

What do they want in return?

57% Special coupons/deals

75% Save money

46% Birthday coupon/oﬀer deal

62% Free shipping on purchases

44% Free subscription

59% Collect reward points

ZMG’s Matchmaker Takeaways
● Loyalty is experiencing a great reset. Americans are open to new brand relationships in 2022, and deals and
promotions can drive increased conﬁdence in testing or re-engaging with a brand.
● The consumer journey is non-linear and channel agnostic. Value drives search and consideration expansion, as
consumers look for ways to mitigate repercussions from factors out of their control.
● Personalization can be built through partner ecosystems. Combining ﬁrst-party and third-party data allows a more
holistic look at who your individual consumer is and what they desire in a relationship with your brand.

